This paper reports the evaluation method of the waterproofing system for underground structure applied on earth retaining walls prior to concrete casting. We examined two tests, the first test is water leak test by using semi-full sized specimen with actual components, and the second test is water leak test by using small sized specimen with the weakness points of this waterproofing system. As a result of the first test, separators and damaged parts are the weakness points of watertightness of this waterproofing system. For the second test, there is deference of watertightness of the specimen between vertical casting concrete and horizontal casting. When the concrete is casted vertically, there will be made air space under separators or rough composition of concrete near waterproofing layer and the water from outside will infiltrate easily if it penetrate through waterproofing layer. So it is necessary for the evaluation method of this waterproofing system to make specimen made of vertical casting concrete.
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A STUDY ON EVALUATION METHOD OF THE WATERPROOFING SYSTEM FOR UNDERGROUND STRUCTURE APPLIED ON EARTH RETAINING WALLS PRIOR TO CONCRETE CASTING
� � � * ��� �� ** ��� �� *** ��� �� **** Hajime OKAMOTO Kyoji TANAKA Ichiro SHIMIZU and Takatoyo KUGE This paper reports the evaluation method of the waterproofing system for underground structure applied on earth retaining walls prior to concrete casting. We examined two tests, the first test is water leak test by using semi-full sized specimen with actual components, and the second test is water leak test by using small sized specimen with the weakness points of this waterproofing system. As a result of the first test, separators and damaged parts are the weakness points of watertightness of this waterproofing system. For the second test, there is deference of watertightness of the specimen between vertical casting concrete and horizontal casting. When the concrete is casted vertically, there will be made air space under separators or rough composition of concrete near waterproofing layer and the water from outside will infiltrate easily if it penetrate through waterproofing layer. So it is necessary for the evaluation method of this waterproofing system to make specimen made of vertical casting concrete. 
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